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Indian Standard 
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR 

SYMBOLIC DESIGNATION OF DIRECTION 
OF CLOSING AND FACES OF DOORS, 

WINDOWS AND SHUTTERS 

Q:FOREWORD 

q.1 This Indian Standard was adopted by the Indian Standards Institution 
on 6 September 1969, after the draft finalized by the Doors, Windows and 
Shutters Sectional Committee had been approved by the Civil Engineer- 
ing Division Council. 

0.2 Hardware rotating corn nents, 
components for locking 

like hinges and hinge-pins, pivots, or 
an x” closing, like bolts and locks used on doors, 

windows or shutters, are not identical; their form depending on whether 
they are used on leaves closing in one direction or the other and, fre- 
quently, on their position on the various faces. The structure of these 
components itself differs often with the kind of hardware. 

The purpose of this sta’ndard is to facilitate the trade of these compo- 
nents by ,spccifjring a standard convention to identify the direction of rota- 
tion .of the leave of a door, window or shutter and to provide designations 
and symbols+accordingly which are unambiguous, avoiding the use of such 
terms as ( left hand ’ and ‘ right hand ’ which cause mistakes owing to diver- 
gent national uses. These designations do not necessitate the use of draw. 
ings. By desibmating the direction of rotation and, if necessary, the faces, 
the designation of symbols allow to order without mistake the hardware 
and accessories suitable to these components. 

0.2.1 This standard is intended to provide uniform terminology for desig- 
nation of doors and windows and their hardware with respect to direction 
of operation to facilitate purchase and specifying the same in the various 
standards. This standard deals with the conventions and general princi- 
pies for the determination of symbols. Particular cases and components 
with more than one leaf will be dealt with in other standards. 

0.3 This standard is based on the Draft IS0 Recommendation No, 951- 
2nd Draft (3rd drafting) ‘ Symbolic designation of direction of closing and 
faces of doors, windows and shutters ‘. 
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1. SCOPE 

1.1 This standard fixes conventions: 
a) to designate and symbolize the direction on plan of closing of door, 

window dr shutter leaves; 
b) to identify by a symbol each of the faces of doors, windows or 

shutters in relation to their direction of operation; and 
c) to specify the arrangement of the frame of doors, windows or 

shutters in relation to the premises or the room to be isolated. 

2. TERMINOLOGY 

2.0 For the purpose of this standard the following definitions shall apply. 

-2.1 Direc&ns of Rotatioln 

2.1.1 Clockwise -A rotation in which the upper part of the object is 
moved to the right. 

2 .1.2 Anti&&wise - A rotation in which the upper part of the object is 
moved to the lefk. 

2.1.3 Conventional Direction of Rotation -That of the two directions of 
rotation causin the leaves to open or to close which is chosen according 
to this stand J for the designation of the latter ( see 5.1 ). 

2.2 Ide~ti6cation of Faces 

2.2.1 Closing Face - The face of the leaf located on the side on which 
the leaf closes ( see Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 ). 

TC LOSING FACE 

OPENING FACE 

Fxo. 1 CLOCKWISE CLOsINa:!i Fxo. 2 ANTICLOCKWISE CLOSINCJ:~ 

2.2.2 Opening Face - The face of the leaf located on the side on which 
the leaf opens ( see Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 ). 

2.2.3 Conventional Face - That of the two faces, closing face or opening 
face which is chosen according to this standard to fix the position of doori, 
windows or shutters ( see 5.2 ). 
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3. FIRLD OF APPLICATION 

3.1 This standard applies to doors, windows and shutters, the leaves of 
which move around one or more vertical axis. 

-3.1.1 It applies neither to components, the leaves ofwhich move around 
horizontal axis, nor to components the leaves of which move by transla- 0 
tion. 

4.1 The following are the recommended symbols: 

Symbol 
a) Clockwise 5 

b) Anticlockwise 6 
c) Closing face 1 
d) Opening face 0 

NOTE - When the symbols 1 and 0 are insufficient to determine the position of the 
hardware? the conventional face of the shutter will Abe. identified by that of its faces 
which is situated in the part to be isolated or designated in some other manner. 

5. CONVENTIONS 

5.1 Direction of Rotadon-The conventional direction of rotation is 
the direction of closing. 

5.2 Face of Idendfication - The conventional face to identify is the one 
which is located inside the premises or the room to be isolated-or designat- 
ed in another way. 

52.1 When there is an ambiguity, for example, for a communicating 
room between two rooms of the same nature, the room to be isolated is 
the room in which is situated the opening face of the leaf when the door 
is closed. 

6. APPLICATION TO DOORS, WiNDOWS AND SIRJTTERS 

6.1 Single Leaf Component - Unless otherwise stated in the standard, 
the single leaf components should be designated by a whole set of symbols 
in accordance with the conventions stated in 5. 

6.1.1 Example of Designation - A door which moves clockwise should be 
designated by the symbol 5.0 if its inside face is the opening face and by 
the symbol 5.1 if it is the closing face. atypical examples of designation 
are-illustrated in Fig. 3. 
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RoomA 

Room B 

RoOmC 

RoomD 

Corridor E 
Hall F 
Room0 

-Doors:cntry:60 
Coonnunicating witb room B : 50’ 

Windows:2type60-2type50 
-Doors:ultry:60 

cZanmuni~ting2~$y A : 60’ 
windowa : 2 

“1p”- -Doma:entry: 0 
Cmnmuni~dngwithroomB:60 

Windows:2typc60-22ypc60 
-Doorl:aay:60 

communicatingwithroomc:50 
-Door:60 
-Dorx:50 
-Doora:cntry:50 

Communicatbq with room H : 50 
Wmdowa: 1typc5Omtbrhuttcr61-1 typc60withrhutta51 

RoomsH,J,K-Doom:50 
Windown:1type5Owitbcbuttu61-ltypp6Owithrhutter51 

Lavatory -Door:50 
w. c. -Door:50 

Window: Itype 
*The cmunicating door Between the re A and B L a double door (not 

door with two leavea I. 

FIO. 3 TYFWAL ~.~W+'LILB 01 DBSK+NATION 
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6.2 Components with More than One Leaf- The designation of com- 
ponents with more than -one leaf should be individual, each leaf being 
designated by a whole set of symbols in accordance with the conventions 
stated in 5. 

No~la - For rxmponenta which have more than one leaf certain additional COIWCS 
tiona allowing a reduction of the resulting symbolization will be included later. 

7. APPLICATION TO HARDWARE ACCESSORIES 

7.1 While lacing orders it is ad’visable to order the suitabIe hardware 
items by re erring to the whole standard designations of the components P 
they are intended-for even when, in particular cases, a single one of these 
symbols would seem sufficient. 

Examples: 

Hinges for window 6.0 

Mortice lock, with saftty blocks and closing’knob for door 5.-l. 
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